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Abstract:



In the last years there was an exponential growth in the offering of Web-enabled distance courses and in the number of enrolments in corporate and higher education using this modality. However, the lack of efficient mechanisms that assures user authentication in this sort of environment, in the system login as well as throughout his session, has been pointed out as a serious deficiency. Some studies have been led about possible biometric applications for web authentication. However, password based authentication still prevails. With the popularization of biometric enabled devices and resultant fall of prices for the collection of biometric traits, biometrics is reconsidered as a secure remote authentication form for web applications. In this work, the face recognition accuracy, captured on-line by a webcam in Internet environment, is investigated, simulating the natural interaction of a person in the context of a distance course environment. Partial results show that this technique can be successfully applied to confirm the presence of users throughout the course attendance in an educational distance course. An efficient client/server architecture is also proposed.
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INTRODUCTION



The Internet popularization enabled the development of technologies that leveraged collaborative work. During the past decades it has been seen the proliferation of one of these technologies: web based learning or e-learning systems. Though distance learning has been used long before, by means of correspondence courses, the evolution of information and communication technologies provided an improved and efficient way to deliver contents to remote students. This proliferation is consequence of web based learning characteristics (Cantoni, Cellario, Porta, 2003): decreased delivery costs, speed for acquiring knowledge, self-paced learning, geographically open learning, simple updating learning materials, easy management for large groups of students and so on, which allow the students to adapt their schedule and attend their preferred courses regardless from where they are offered.



The e-learning market worldwide, in corporate and the other levels of education, is estimated in over $52 billion by 2010 (Global Industry Analysts, 2008), revealing the extent of this technology. Nevertheless, some authors (Marais, Argles, von Solms, 2006; Rabuzin, Baca, Sjako, 2006) point out a serious deficiency: the lack of proper mechanisms for assuring the identity of the remote student. A student might give away his credentials to another person to take the course tests, for example. Or the student might provide his credentials to the system and another person takes his place and takes the assessments. So, it is revealed a potential security breach for such systems. Another important factor to consider is the popularization and, therefore, the decreasing prices of biometric enabled hardware devices, like fingerprint readers, microphones and webcams, many of them embedded in laptops and other sorts of hardware. These facts lead to take biometrics into account as a secure and viable way for remote user



authentication in web applications, in particular for web based courses.
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BIOMETRICS



Biometrics is an emerging technology that has as basis something you inherently are (anatomically, like fingerprints, face, iris) or do (behaviorally, like typing or signature patterns), as opposed to something you know (password) or something you own (card) (Miller, 1994). A biometric system is essentially a pattern recognition system that can extract and compare features from fingerprint, face, voice or another characteristic of human body with sufficient uniqueness to differentiate one person from the others. Currently, its main application is in attesting the identification of individuals in commercial and law enforcement applications such as access control to physical environments, homeland security, electronic commerce among other things. Some studies were developed in the sense of remote person authentication through the internet (Jain, Prabhakar, Ross, 1998; Kounoudes, Kekatos, Mayromoustakos, 2006), but the password-based approach is still predominant for this sort of systems. There are two modes for biometric authentication: (i) verification, which consists in comparing the biometric trait collected against the credentials provided by the person, checking if he is who he claims to be and (ii) identification, which attempts to check if the user is enrolled and whose sample is matched from the database, comparing the biometric trait without further credentials.



2.1 Face Recognition Among the most studied biometric technologies is the face recognition modality. It may be stated as: given still or video images of a scene, identify one or more persons in the scene using a database of preenrolled individuals (Chellappa, Wilson, Sirohey, 1995). Face recognition performance is not as accurate as fingerprint or iris recognition, but its acceptability and easiness of collection are distinctive. The face recognition process consists of the following modules: the first step involves the segmentation of the face from a cluttered background, subtracting the image portion which contains the face. In the second step some measures are taken (distances, coefficients, etc.) and these measures are used to represent the face so that it can



be compared more computationally efficiently to another. The final step, the recognition, uses the measures taken in the last step and performs some matching scheme to identify or verify the individual’s identity.



2.2.1 Face recognition from still images The performance of face recognition systems based on still images is affected more deeply by the following issues: pose, expression and illumination variations and by the use of accessories that may occlude part of the face, what demands robust transformations and techniques in order to alleviate these problems. Some algorithms developed to handle still images of faces, like PCA (Turk, Pentland, 1991) and LDA (Belhumeur, Hespanha, Kriegman, 1997), present good results, especially in collaborative scenarios, but all of them suffer with the problems stated previously.



2.2.2 Face recognition from video Other methods for face recognition are based on video analysis. Since a movie clip is fundamentally composed by a series of still images (frames), displayed several times per second, traditional face recognition algorithms may be applied to this collection of images, frame by frame. By exploring this feature of videos, some additional properties can be extracted (Zhou, Chellappa, Zhao, 2006): (i) observation set: frames are considered as a set of images (observations) of a same individual; (ii) dynamic/temporal continuity: use of models which take into account the posterior probability to describe the face and head variations as a whole along the sequence; (iii) 3D models: reconstruction of a model for the individual from a group of multiple frames. There are three approaches for face recognition using images and video combination (Phillips, Moon, Rivzi, Rauss, 2000): (i) image-to-image: both query and database samples are still images; (ii) video-to-video: both query and database are video samples and (iii) image-to-video: query sample is a video compared against a database of still images. Although the face recognition from video presents some advantages over the still approach, it also poses some difficult challenges. Most of videos collected are of poor quality and low resolution, without the person’s collaboration (i.e. non-frontal poses), with big variations of illumination and facial expressions, with uncertainty in detection due to motion, and so on.



Systems based on recognition from video are of great interest, given the video cameras installed base and embedded in new products. Surveillance, activity analysis and user interaction are some examples of applications for such systems.
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PROPOSED SYSTEM



To study the viability of web authentication using biometric recognition, it was developed a prototype system that processes video input from the user interacting with an e-learning environment, through a webcam, and use it to attest his credentials (verification mode), expecting to improve the efficiency of remote user authentication.



3.1 Face detection Face detection consists in finding texture patterns in the image that are likely to be a face. The face detection module of the system is based on the Viola-Jones algorithm (Viola, Jones, 2004). It works by trying to find features in the image that code some information of the class to be detected. To accomplish this task, Haar-like features are used: they are responsible for coding information about the presence of contrasts between image regions. For face detection, the natural face contrasts and their spatial relationships are explored, as in Figure 1a. The main feature of this algorithm is the speed in which the faces are processed (detected), even in different scales. It uses sub windows of different sizes that slide through the image. The decision if the sub window belongs to the class is composed by several simple phases. In case the sub window is rejected in one of these phases, it is rejected at all, stopping the process for that sub window and moving to another.



Figure 1: Left: relationships between Haar-like features and face contrasts (Viola, Jones, 2004). Right: selected images of an individual in the following poses: a) reading, b) frontal, c) typing.



3.2 Feature extraction recognition



and



face



The feature extraction module is based on the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique. Developed by the studies of Turk (Turk, Pentland, 1991) and Kirby (Kirby, Sirovich, 1990), this technique consists of finding the eigenvectors that constitute the face sub-space bases (eigenspace) obtained by the covariance matrix formed by the correlation between pixels of a training set. In summary, each image of a human face in the database is represented in terms of a linear combination of these eigenvectors, and these coefficients will be the new face representation in the eigenspace. Once the face is detected in the previous step, it is decomposed in the coefficients that represent the face, based on the eigenvectors obtained in the training phase, representing a point in this ndimensional eigenspace. These coefficients are then used as feature vector to represent the face of the individual. The features are passed on to the next module, which iterates through the database of enrolled individuals and calculates the distance between the feature vector sampled and the template of the individual, stored during the enrolment phase. The recognition is performed using distance-based classifier. In this work, Euclidean distance was used.



3.3 System architecture Due to the computational complexity of the algorithms, some points must be taken into account when deploying the system for a large number of users. The system load must be distributed between the client and the server to reach a reasonable response time. In this work, the following items were attempted: (i) reduce network traffic, by transmitting only the feature vectors instead of the video streaming; (ii) reduce the server load used to process resource intensive algorithms, by giving the client the processing task of tracking and extracting the features; (iii) security permissions, by allowing the webcam to be captured in the client user. (iv) integrate to any LMS (Learning Management System), independently of the technology it was built upon, by using a wrapper in accessing the web system;



In this schema, there are the following subsystems: (i) the desktop application, which blocks or allows the access to the course and captures and extracts the feature vector to be sent to the server; (ii) the LMS Server, which hosts the web based course; (iii) a web service controller, which manages if a web page being requested is marked to be verified and processes the feature vectors collected; and (iv) the biometric database, used to store the user’s templates. This way, the previous items can be satisfied. The user, in order to attend the course, launches a desktop application in his local computer. Then, the application requests for the web application in the server. Along with the request, a query is also sent to verify if the web page being requested requires the biometric authentication. This might be the case for an assessment or a protected content, for instance. If it is not, it is rendered back to the client. Otherwise, the client application starts capturing the video using the user webcam. While the application processes the video, detecting, extracting and preprocessing the face portion of the frame, it sends the feature vector asynchronously to the web service controller. The web service queries the database for the biometric trait and returns the answer to the desktop client. The desktop application then blocks or renders the web page.



In order to evaluate the proposed method for biometric authentication in a distance course web application, the following methodology was adopted. In the first video collecting session, it was asked for the individuals to browse in a certain website and answer one written question in a webpage. The individuals were oriented to vary their facial poses and expressions during the session. Forty five samples were collected, one per person, and with duration of one minute and a half, in average. The sampled frames of every video collected in this session were used by the PCA training algorithm in order to build the set of eigenvectors. The second session was performed some weeks after the first. In this session, the same individuals were oriented to do the following steps to simulate the browsing behaviour in an e-learning system: (i) look frontally to the webcam for some seconds; (ii) read a 500 characters length text; (iii) fill in a form with some personal data. Five seconds fragments were manually cropped out of the videos, one for each pose. The training and test sets were done using a Creative Webcam Pro eX PD1050 webcam. Both sets were collected without large illumination variations in the environment. For the database construction, three frames were chosen in order to represent each pose and individual (nine in total). For this choice, it was used the method proposed by Thomas, Bowyer and Flynn (2007), which selects the most varying images inside a set of images. Figure 1b shows the selected images for one of the individuals in the experiment. The images were sampled frame by frame and the faces were detected and extracted using ViolaJones algorithm implemented in the OpenCV library (OpenCV, 2008). As pre-processing step, the extracted images were resized to a standard dimension (64x64 pixels) and histogram equalization was applied to adjust its contrast. In order to have a single decision for a given set of frames analyzed, it is needed to fuse the results given by every frame. To fuse the results obtained from individual frames, a majority-voting scheme was adopted. Thus, it is assigned to the face the identity which most of the decisions agree, handling every decision as an independent event. As the decisions are given by the same algorithm, no other weighting or normalization is needed.
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Figure 2 shows how the modules communicate.



Client



Server



1. User launches desktop application 2. User requests the web page 3. Server list web page as authentication required resource User



WebService Controller



4. Application starts capturing the webcam, tracks the face and extracts the features Biometric Database



5. The features are sent to the server



6. Server analyzes the features provided and checks for the individual’s identity 7. If the identity is verified, the web page is returned LMS Server



Figure 2: Client and server modules and workflow of the proposed system.



EXPERIMENTS



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS



Regarding the Viola-Jones algorithm evaluation, the following items were considered: minimum sub window dimensions from which the face will be searched from, number of false positives and negatives and the processing time for the samples. These measurements taken made off-line. Figure 3 shows the time spent to locate faces in function of the sub window dimensions. These dimensions serve as starting point from which the face detection can be made. Face patterns smaller than these sub window dimensions are ignored. Faces of users sitting by the computer used to have more than 100x100 pixels, in total of 320x240 of resolution for the frames collected. With a 100x100 sub window, the processing is real time.
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Figure 4: Non-face patterns mistakenly classified as faces, considering the sample set. 10,06 10,04 10,02 10 9,98 9,96 9,94 9,92 9,9 9,88 9,86 10
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Figure 5: Undetected faces, considering the sample set.



As the false positive rate influences negatively the system performance, it is desired to keep it as low as possible. Regarding the false negative rate, it is expected not to influence the system overall performance, because of the information abundance. Thus, the system can work with larger sub windows, providing low response times while keeping the recognition rates.
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Figure 3: processing time over the sample set in function of window scanning size.



This also carries other consequences: decreasing number of false positives (accepted non-faces) as well as an increasing number of false negatives (face rejections). Figures 4 and 5, respectively, show these facts.
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To measure the system performance, the following analyses were carried out: a) Face detector algorithm efficiency. Faces must be extracted from the frames where they are in. Hence, the global performance of the system depends on this step (detection). b) Number of eigenvectors selected and the respective recognition rates. This is important because it impacts on the computational effort spent during the authentication. Being a web application, under the client/server architecture, it is required to have a low response time. c) Recognition rate related to top N users returned from the database. This information is useful in biometric authentication, where the user claims who he is, and the system searches if the claimed identity is in the top N matches.
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Figure 6: Recognition rate considering the number of eigenvectors used to represent the face.



Another factor influencing the system processing time is the number of eigenvectors used to represent the face template, the feature vector



50



length. As depicted in Figure 6, from 25 eigenvectors on, the recognition rate tends to increase just a little; still, keeping a good level of recognition rate. Another important measurement is the number of identities needed so that the system can correctly authenticate the individual. Figure 7 shows the top N matches for the selected algorithm. It can be noted that even for the first identity returned (top 1) it presents a high level rate, considering the total amount of frames used. Recognition rate (% )
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Figure 7: recognition rate considering the top N matches in frame level (using 50 eigenvectors).
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CONCLUSION



In this work we explored an alternative technological approach for the problem of remote authentication in the context of an e-learning web environment. Biometric authentication can help assuring that the actual individual is taking the course. To accomplish this task, the natural interaction of a user was taken into account, attempting to reproduce his behaviour during the course attendance. Because of the client/server architecture nature, it was also designed an efficient architecture, in order to reduce the computational load and traffic between the client and server stations, independently of the LMS employed. The partial results show that the face tracking module performs well both in processing time and correct matches and the recognition module shows reasonable results. The techniques employed, though not novels, can be still efficiently applied to this problem. As future works are the use of an algorithm to better explore the temporal information from video and the how to better fuse the individual frame decisions.
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